
 

Speed Loader Plus Wallet by Tony Miller and Mark Mason

The method of the loading system is 100% unique. I have only ever seen this on
the Speed Loader Wallet.

What do all magicians want from their card to wallet? To be able to load it fast
and smooth, with zero fumbling. Tony's creative method has answered every one
of these questions. No slides, nothing to ditch, no weird-looking pockets. The
wallet itself is the loading system.

Trust me, you will love this wallet. They are made from top-quality leather. This is
a hip-sized billfold wallet, it fits into any jeans pocket, pants pocket or in your
favorite jacket.

The Speed Loader Plus can be used as your regular wallet, it holds bills and
credit cards.

Comes complete with a URL link that directly takes you to eight incredible
handlings.

Highest recommendation.

"I don't do testimonials, but I really like this wallet "
- Cyril.

"Tony Miller's leather products are absolutely the best that I have ever seen, Not
only is he a wonderful craftsmen, he is also a diabolical thinker and his leather
items reflect his creativity. To top it off his goods offer great value for their price"
- Barrie Richardson

"This thing is so easy to use, I'm amazed it wasn't marketed by Tenyo to
laypeople. Most Tenyo products aren't as easy to use as this."
- Geoff Williams

"Very nice! I STILL don't know how it works."
- Cameron Francis

"Beautiful! Super clean. I love this, Tony."
 -Daniel Ulin
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"OK OK How much $$$ must I send for you to send me one of those! REALLY
not kidding... I want one!"
- Jim McGowan

"Another Killer wallet from TM! Well Done!"
 -Eric Myers

Remember:

No reset
No slides
No fake pockets
Nothing to ditch
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